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Abstract. Humpty Dumpty is the anthropomorphic nursery-rhyme egg
broken into many pieces. Similarly, we have many pieces of measurement
data to represent the current iBGP state. However, unlike the nursery-
rhyme where the King’s men couldn’t put Humpty together again, we
present a systematic approach to putting all the pieces of measured iBGP
data together to obtain a more complete picture of a network’s routing
state.
Our technique determines the decisions made by all routers in a net-
work. It is eﬃcient, has no assumptions about router conﬁguration and is
accurate. We present a case-study of a large Tier-2 ISP, ﬁnding for those
routers with adequate measurement infrastructure, we consistently ﬁnd
the egress location for 99.9999% of (router,prefix) pairs. Further, for
the 85% of routers without measurement infrastructure we predict their
decisions. This technique has been successfully applied in a ‘what-if’ sce-
nario and has future applications in the real-time analysis of routing
decisions.
Keywords: iBGP, Route prediction.
1 Introduction
Measurement plays a crucial role in management of IP networks since it allows
operators to determine how the network is currently operating. The measure-
ment data can be used for tasks such as deriving traﬃc demands in operational
networks [1], ﬁnding traﬃc matrices [2] and their dynamics [3], and oscillation
detection [4]. A majority of such tasks require some knowledge of the path traf-
ﬁc takes through a network — hence the need for routing measurements. How-
ever, due to high storage requirements, operational setup costs and dependency
between routes selected across routers, BGP monitors collecting BGP routing
information are often only connected to a subset of routers. In this paper we pro-
vide a methodology to make use of the high dependency between router decisions
to systematically “ﬁll in the gaps” left by partial measurements.
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An Autonomous System’s (AS) BGP routing decisions are not atomic. When
multiple routes are available to a destination, individual routers within the AS
can make diﬀerent decisions as to their selected route based on their own per-
spective of the ’best’ route. The network solution, that is, the decision of all
routers in the network for a particular destination, is dependent on the subset
of AS-wide routes which are learned at each individual router. Hence, it is not
valid to assume all AS-wide routes are learned at each router for selection [5].
The iBGP conﬁguration employed, such as full mesh or route-reﬂection [6], de-
termines whether all routes or a subset of routes are available at every router.
In this paper we focus on the route reﬂector iBGP conﬁguration since it is used
widely in large enterprise and service provider networks.
In [4], we introduced a model to analyze the oscillatory properties of a two-
tier route-reﬂector (RR) iBGP topology. We now extend this model to determine
the network solution of a general RR iBGP topology. The model captures the
reliance of a router on other routers for choosing its best route. This model un-
derpins a methodology for determining routes selected by all routers based on
the knowledge of routes selected by a subset of routers and the iBGP conﬁgura-
tion. Another beneﬁt of our methodology is that it can also be used for ’what-if’
analysis. Compared to the methodology proposed by Feamster and Rexford [7],
which provides similar functionality, our methodology is applicable to any RR
iBGP conﬁguration, not just conﬁgurations satisfying recommendations of Grif-
ﬁn [8]. Further, our approach is topology independent making it extensible to
topologies other than a RR iBGP conﬁguration.
We applied our methodology to the topology of a large Tier-2 AS and using
measurements collected from 15% routers (mostly RRs), we could determine
routes for all the routers in the network. Of over 12.7 million routing decisions, we
predicted a decision consistent with the observed data for all but seven routers.
In the process, we also detected several conﬁguration and data collection issues
on routers when routes predicted by our methodology were inconsistent with the
measurement data — highlighting an additional beneﬁt of our analysis.
2 Background and Related Work
The Internet is comprised of a collection of Autonomous Systems (ASes) which
co-operate to ensure connectivity between any two hosts. BGP is the protocol
used to disseminate reachability information between ASes. A given AS has
several routers at its border that connect with other ASes. These routers use
BGP to learn routes to external preﬁxes from other ASes. These routes are then
propagated to other routers inside the AS using iBGP (internal BGP). Every
router selects a ‘best’ route from all the routes learned for every preﬁx. The
selected route is then sent to other routers. For route dissemination (via iBGP),
routers inside an AS need to form a full mesh of sessions. However, in large
networks, a RR hierarchy is used to mitigate scalability issues of a full mesh.
One consequence of RR hierarchy is that the set of routes available at each router
is usually a subset of all routes learned across AS [5].54 A. Flavel et al.
Prior work has recommended guidelines for designing iBGP conﬁgurations
[9,10,11], proposed alterations to iBGP to disseminate more information AS-
wide [12,13] and proposed centralized AS-wide route selection [14]. Our approach
is orthogonal to these. Our aim is very pragmatic — to understand the current
operation of a network — irrespective of whether it satisﬁes certain guidelines
or not.
One approach to discovering the network solution is to simulate BGP by
propagating information in an arbitrary order between routers until no router
alters its decision (for example, C-BGP [15]). However using this approach, a
signiﬁcant number of intermediate router states are evaluated prior to converg-
ing to an arbitrary ﬁnal solution (there may be multiple feasible solutions [4]).
Consequently, determining if a network is in the convergence process or if it is
persistently oscillating is diﬃcult. In contrast, we avoid many intermediate states
to quickly ﬁnd a valid solution and more importantly, converge to a solution con-
sistent with observed data. This enables our approach to predict the route traﬃc
actually takes in the network. In addition, if the conﬁguration has an oscillatory
state, we can quickly identify it and pinpoint the responsible routers.
The mostcloselyrelatedworkto oursis by FeamsterandRexford[7].Theirmo-
tivation was to predict the network solution as designed. That is, they assume rec-
ommended guidelines for network conﬁguration are satisﬁed resulting in a unique
network solution. We make no such assumptions allowing the network to be ana-
lyzed as it is currently operating — whether it satisﬁes guidelines or not. In ad-
dition, they assume complete visibility of input routes. In contrast, our technique
works with even limited knowledge of input routes from the network. Further, our
technique is designed to use observed data to inﬂuence which of multiple network
solutions is actually chosen by the network. Finally, it can eﬃciently analyze the
impact of small changes to the network without a signiﬁcant re-analysis.
The primary assumption of Feamster and Rexford requires all RRs to pre-
fer a client (a directly connected router in a lower level of the RR hierarchy)
learned route over any other. This constraint is a suﬃcient condition to pre-
vent persistent oscillation and guarantees a unique solution [8]. However as the
condition is not necessary, it can be overly restrictive and not satisﬁed in prac-
tice [10,4]. Removing this assumption removes the beneﬁt of always converging
to a unique solution — the timing of BGP updates can determine which of mul-
tiple solutions is settled upon. In addition, the tie-breaking option employed in
operational networks, such as the one we examined, can be non-deterministic,
resulting in an even greater number of feasible network solutions. Our technique
always converges to a valid solution and in almost all instances, converges to a
solution consistent with the observed data.
3 Two-Level Route-Reﬂector Reliance Graph
We ﬁrst introduced, in [4], the concept of reliance between router decisions
to determine if a network conﬁguration was oscillatory. In this paper, we use
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any router. We say a router u is reliant on another router v if it can learn of
its best route for a particular preﬁx (after convergence) from v.W ed e n o t et h i s
reliance as u  v. Reliances are represented by a directed edge in the direction
of information ﬂow in the reliance graph. Routing information can only ﬂow over
iBGP sessions between routers. Consequently, the reliance graph is a sub-graph
of the iBGP signaling graph. The rules governing route-propagation in an iBGP
topology determine which links are pruned from the signaling graph to form
the reliance graph. Note that a reliance graph is a directed graph and we term
strongly connected components co-reliance groups1.
By the construction of the reliance graph, the only location a router can
learn of its best route is from an inbound edge from a neighboring router in
the reliance graph. Consequently, if all neighbor’s decisions are static, then the
router’s decision is also static (as the set of available routes remains constant).
Hence, if there are only singleton co-reliance groups in the reliance graph, then
a topological sort of all routers will result in an ordering where all routers’
decisions must only be evaluated once. However, if there are non-singleton co-
reliance groups, then we cannot topologically sort the routers (as there is at least
one loop in the reliance graph). We can still topologically sort the co-reliance
groups. By evaluating each co-reliance group in a topological ordering, we can
ensure we do not need to re-visit a co-reliance group, but we may need to visit
routers within a non-singleton co-reliance group multiple times.
Consider Fig. 1(a) as an example. In this example we have not shown the
full-mesh iBGP sessions between RRs. When a RR is closer to a non-client
egress router2 the IGP distances are shown. Routers e,f and g learn routes from
outside the AS. We create reliances when a router can learn of its best route
from another (see Fig. 1(b)). For example, a is reliant on e as e propagates its
externally learned route to a. However a is also reliant on b as b can inform a
of the route which it learns from f. Similarly, b is reliant on a.A sc is closer
to its own client (g) than any non-client, it will never select any route learned
via another RR. Router d will select the best route from routes learned from
other RRs. Clients h and i will only ever select a route which they learn from
their parent RRs. In Fig. 1(c) we highlight all strongly connected components
in the reliance graph. Evaluating router decisions in any topological ordering of
co-reliance groups (for example the numerical ordering D1,D 2,...) will result in
a valid solution. Notice there are two valid solutions to this example based on
the order of evaluation of routers in D5.I fw ee v a l u a t ea’s decision ﬁrst, both
routers in D5 will select the egress e. Conversely if we evaluate b’s decision ﬁrst,
both routers will select egress f.
The reliance rules in the three-level hierarchy are somewhat more complicated
than the two-level case examined in [4]. We ﬁrst present a brief recap of the
notation used in [4] before outlining generalized reliance rules and showing an
example of how they apply. Similar techniques can be applied to any iBGP
topology if the topology can be abstracted to a reliance graph.
1 For every u and v in a strongly connected component, there is a path from u to v.
2 An egress router is a router which learns a route directly from a neighboring AS.56 A. Flavel et al.
(a) RR-client relationship (b) Router reliances
(c) Co-reliance groups
Fig.1. Example two level RR topology. Solid nodes are RRs and transparent nodes
are clients. IGP distances shown when non-client router is closer than client router,
thus for example a prefers f over e when possible. Large arrows indicate a route is
learned from a neighboring AS.
4 General Route-Reﬂector Reliance Graph
The rules we examined in [4] were only applicable to the two-level RR hierarchy.
We now generalize these rules to a multi-level hierarchy. The rules governing
reliance in the multi-level hierarchy are signiﬁcantly more complex than the
two-level case as RRs can hide information propagated to their parents (see [16]
for details). Consequently, we use an example topology shown in Fig. 2(a) as we
describe the rules to assist the reader in following the concepts. In this ﬁgure,
routers 1,2,3 and 4 form the central core mesh of RRs, while c,d,g,h,i,l and
n form the middle level RRs. The solid lines represent iBGP sessions and the
dashed lines represent a router’s preference for a non-downstream egress. Where
no dashed line exists, a downstream egress is preferred. We explicitly deﬁne
several vital preferences in the caption of the ﬁgure 3. Routes learned directly
from neighbor ASes are denoted by large arrows, i.e., routers b,e,f,i and m are
the egress routers.
4.1 Notation Recap
We now present a brief recap of the important notation used for the remainder
of this chapter. For a thorough description, we refer the reader to [4].
An iBGP conﬁguration C is a pair C =( GP,GS)w h e r eGP is the physical
graph on which the IGP is run to determine the shortest path between two
3 The ranking function λ is deﬁned later in Section 4.1.Humpty Dumpty: Putting iBGP Back Together Again 57
(a) iBGP sessions (b) Reliance rules
(c) Pruning (d) Co-reliances
Fig.2. An example 3-level RR topology. Black nodes represent RRs at the top level.
Arrowed lines represent a reliance. We explicitly deﬁne the following preferences:
λg(b) >λ g(e) >λ g(f),λ 2(b) >λ 2(e) >λ 2(f),λ 3(i) >λ 3(m),λ 4(m) >λ 4(i) >
λ4(b) >λ 4(e) >λ 4(f).58 A. Flavel et al.
routers. The iBGP signaling graph GS =( V,AS) is overlaid on top of the physical
graph with routers V connected by directed arcs in AS.
Three types of arcs exists in AS.A na r c( u,v) ∈ down represents an arc from
aR Ru to one of its clients v.A na r c( u,v) ∈ up if and only if (v,u) ∈ down.
Arcs in up are acyclic — consistent with a hierarchy rather than an arbitrary
network design. An arc (u,v) ∈ over represents a vanilla iBGP session from
router u to v.I f( u,v) ∈ over then (v,u) ∈ over.
A valid signaling path S satisﬁes the following property. The path S can be
split into sub paths S = PQR where P = p1p2...pa for some a ≥ 0 such that
each pi ∈ up, R = r1r2...rb for some b ≥ 0 such that each ri ∈ down and Q
consists of at most a single arc q ∈ over.N o t et h a tP,Q or R may be empty.
An egress instance [8] I =( C,X) corresponds to a pair of a conﬁguration C
and a set of egress routers X.T h es e tX consists of all egress routers that learn an
external BGP route to a particular preﬁx which are not eliminated by the BGP
decision process (up-to the IGP distance step) when compared with all AS-wide
routes [7]. In our example of Fig. 2(a), b,e, f, i and m form X.A negress ancestor
set E can be recursively deﬁned as the set of egress routers X and all parents
of routers in E. In our example, E = {b,d,e,f,g,h,i,m,k,l,1,2,3}.N o t et h a t
although an egress router may learn multiple routes (to a preﬁx) it will only
advertise its best route to neighbors. Hence, there is a one-to-one mapping from
egress routers to available routes. Therefore, we will refer to an egress router
and its available route interchangeably.
The BGP decision process is denoted by a ranking function λu for a router u
such that if a route ak is preferred over a route aj at router u,t h e nλu(ak) >
λu(aj). If two routes ak and aj are equivalent up-to the tie-break option and the
actual route chosen is dependent on message timing, then λu(ak)=λu(aj). For
convenience, we denote the preference of the null route φ as λu(φ)=−∞.
4.2 Reliance Rules for Route Reﬂection
In this section we generalize the reliance rules we previously deﬁned for the
two-level RR hierarchy [4] to an arbitrary hierarchy. Although there is a strict
set of reliances which are a subset of arcs (of type up, down and over)i n
the signaling graph AS, deﬁning where a router can learn of its best route in
an n-level hierarchy is more diﬃcult than in the two-level case. An important
consideration is that failing to deﬁne reliances can result in incorrect decisions,
while deﬁning additional reliances simply increases the computational complex-
ity of predicting selected routes (as it may create larger co-reliance groups than
really exist). Consequently, we start with a relatively conservative deﬁnition of
reliances before pruning many of those which cannot exist. We assume the MED
attribute is ﬁltered or compared AS-wide in this section.
Downstream Egress Set. Let us generalize the best downstream egress func-
tion deﬁned in [4] to return a set of downstream egresses Λ(u) for a router u.
If u has no downstream egresses, Λ(u)=φ. Unlike the two-level hierarchy, in
an arbitrary hierarchy, it is no longer guaranteed that a router will learn of allHumpty Dumpty: Putting iBGP Back Together Again 59
Table 1. Downstream egress sets for routers in example topology of Fig. 2
Router(u) 1 2 3 d g h l all other routers
Λ1(u) φ φ i b e f m φ
Λn(u) b e,f φ φ φ φ φ φ
downstream egresses since the set of available routes is restricted by the selection
of intermediate routers.
We ﬁrst deﬁne Λ1(u) as the set of best downstream egresses which are one
downstream iBGP hop away from u.R o u t e ru is guaranteed to learn of these
routes due to the direct iBGP session and so these routes will always be available.
Formally, for u  ∈ X,
Λ1(u)=

v ∈ X :( u,v) ∈ down and λu(v)= m a x
w∈X:(u,w)∈down
λu(w)

We show for our example in Fig. 2 the sets Λ1(u) for all routers in Table 1.
Notice that as λg(e) >λ g(f), Λ1(g)=e.
Now, let us consider other egresses u could learn (and select as best) from
clients which are not direct egresses, i.e., those more than one hop away. We
denote this set by Λn(u) and deﬁne it for u  ∈ X as,
Λn(u)=

w∈E\X:(u,w)∈down

v ∈ Λ(w)\Λ1(u):λu(v) ≥ max
r∈Λ1(u)
λu(r)

.
Note that egresses not preferred over an “always available egress” are not in
Λn(u). We also show in Table 1 for our example in Fig. 2 the sets of Λn(u) for all
routers. As router 2 can learn of both e and f from its children (g and h), both
egresses are in Λn(2). Also notice that as i is an always available downstream
egress of 3 and i is preferred over m, m is not in Λn(3). Finally, we deﬁne
Λ(u)=Λ1(u) ∪ Λn(u). Note, Λ(u) is well deﬁned as we deﬁne Λ(u) recursively
up the hierarchy.
Rules for Reliance. Reliance rules are adapted from the route propagation
rules [6] and indicate where a router can learn of its best route. Arcs in the
reliance graph are a subset of the arcs in the signaling graph AS.T h e r ea r e
three types of arcs in AS which may be part of the reliance graph. Consider the
arc (u,v) ∈ AS:
1. (u,v) ∈ down: aR Ru is reliant on its child v iﬀ u  ∈ X and v ∈ E.
2. (u,v) ∈ up: a client u is reliant on its parent v iﬀ u  ∈ X.
3. (u,v) ∈ over: ar o u t e ru  ∈ X is reliant
(a) on another router v ∈ E\X iﬀ
min
r∈Λ(u)
λu(r) ≤ max
s∈Λ(v)\Λ1(u)
λu(s)60 A. Flavel et al.
(b) on another router v ∈ X iﬀ
min
r∈Λ(u)
λu(r) ≤ λu(v)
We demonstrate the above rules for our example in Fig. 2(b). Applying rule
1, we see any router in E which does not have a direct egress is reliant on its
children, for example, 2 is reliant on h. Applying rule 2, all client routers are
reliant on their parents (unless they are a direct egress), for example l is reliant
on 3. Rule 3 applies when a router can learn of a better route via an over edge
than any client-learned route. For instance, rule 3(a) applies to the reliance of
2 on 1, as 2 will select the route from b if it ever learns of it, whereas rule 3(b)
applies for the reliance of a on b,a sa can learn the egress directly from b,v i a
an over edge.
Pruning Reliances. Our technique for determining router decisions would
work on the reliance graph deﬁned by the rules above. However, ideally we
would like to have the smallest possible co-reliance groups in the reliance graph
to minimize computation. The reliance rules are essentially a pruning of the
signaling graph. We can continue in this vein by pruning even more reliances:
1) u   v if (u,v) ∈ down and v ∈ X\Λ1(u).
That is, a RR is reliant only on its best client with a direct egress. In our
example, as g prefers e over f,a n da se is always available, f will never be
chosen and is pruned in Fig. 2(c).
2) u   v if (u,v) ∈ down, v ∈ E\X and
min
r∈Λ1(u)
λu(r) > max
s∈Λ(v)
λu(s)
That is, if a RR u has a client r with a direct egress and no possible egress
which it can learn from another client v is better than r,t h e nu cannot be reliant
on v. In our example, as 3 prefers i over m, 3 is not reliant on l and this edge is
also pruned in Fig. 2(c).
Our next rule is for up edges. Before specifying the rule for a (u,v) ∈ up,w e
deﬁne L(u,v) as the egresses that can be learned by a router u from the parent
router v which are not available from a direct client. For a general hierarchy,
the exact form of L(u,v) can be quite complicated. In practice, RR hierarchies
do not tend to be larger than three-levels, and for three levels, we can formally
deﬁne
L(u,v)=

w∈E:vw
Λ(w)\Λ1(u).
3) u   v if (u,v) ∈ up and
min
r∈Λ1(u)
λu(r) > max
s∈L(u,v)
λu(s)
That is, a RR in the second level of the hierarchy is only reliant on its parent
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at the RR. In our example, l prefers m over any egress it can learn from 3 (as
λl(m) >λ l(i)). Hence the reliance of l on 3 is pruned. Other reliances which are
pruned using this technique are h  2a n dd  1. Notice g  2 is not prunable
as g may select an egress learned from 2.
Finding a Valid Solution. As the reliance graph precisely identiﬁes which
routers’ decisions a particular router is dependent upon, if there are no cycles in
the reliance graph structure, we can topologically sort the routers and evaluate
them in-order (visiting them exactly once). However, as shown in our example,
it is likely there are cycles in the reliance graph. Hence, we partition the reliance
graph into co-reliance groups before undertaking a topological sort on co-reliance
groups. We show these co-reliance groups in Fig. 2(d). One topological ordering
(any topological order will result in the same network solution) is the numerical
ordering of D1 −D19 in Fig. 2(d). If multiple routers are present in a co-reliance
group (such as D9) the decisions of the routers may be dependent on message
timing and we evaluate their decisions until a valid solution is found. The or-
dering in which we evaluate the routers within a co-reliance group determines
which of possibly multiple valid solutions we converge upon [4]. Our desire is
to converge to the actual solution selected by the network. We describe how we
achieve this in the next section.
5 Finding the Actual Solution
A walk of the reliance graph can have multiple valid solutions when either
1. co-reliance groups have multiple routers; or
2. the non-deterministic oldest-route tie-breaker is used.
When such conditions exist, we want to ﬁnd the actual solution chosen by
routers. If decisions of some routers in the network are known (through mea-
surement), we can use them as constraints while determining the solution4.T w o
feasible approaches to using these constraints are: (i) ﬁnd all possible solutions
and select one which satisﬁes the constraints; or (ii) gravitate towards a solution
satisfying all constraints by ensuring that when we visit each co-reliance group,
we select a solution consistent with the constraints. We take the latter approach
as it reduces unnecessary computation of infeasible solutions. However, it can
result in discrepancies if we reach a co-reliance group and there are no solutions
satisfying the constraints. We could backtrack along the reliance graph to re-
solve discrepancies, however in our examined network, we found only seven in
over 12.7 million decisions had such discrepancies and so we did not implement
a backtracking algorithm.
The ordering of router evaluation within a co-reliance group determines which
of multiple valid solutions we converge to. Due to space constraints, we refer the
reader to [16] for full details of ordering of routers within a co-reliance group.
4 There may be multiple feasible solutions which match the known route selections.62 A. Flavel et al.
Once we have an ordering for co-reliance groups and an ordering for routers
within a co-reliance group we can calculate the decisions of all routers by simply
walking the reliance graph. We visit each co-reliance group in-order, and visit
each router within the co-reliance group in-order. If the co-reliance group is
non-singleton, we continue evaluating the router decisions until no routers alter
their decision. Our algorithm does not rely on the underlying topology, only its
description in terms of a reliance graph. Consequently, any topology describable
by a reliance graph can be analyzed using this algorithm.
It is possible that a co-reliance group never converges to a solution [4]. How-
ever, if this is the case, then the actual network also has oscillatory properties.
The non-convergent co-reliance group isolates the routers responsible for oscil-
latory modes so administrators can take corrective action.
When the oldest-route tie-breaker is used, there may be multiple routes avail-
able at a router with equal IGP distances to an egress. Any route with this
equally good IGP distance may be chosen by the router. We again use any
available constraints to assist our decision (see [16] for details).
6 Evaluation
We have implemented our techniques and tested them on a large Tier-2 AS. The
AS has a three-level RR hierarchy and uses the oldest-route tie-break option.
The MED attribute is reset by the AS. A BGP monitoring infrastructure collects
BGP updates from 15% of routers, majority of which are RRs. We use the known
routes from these routers as the set of input routes to the network. Each such
route contains a “next-hop” attribute which corresponds to the egress router for
the route. IGP distances are determined based on data collected by an OSPF
monitor [17].
Our algorithm discovers the decisions made by routers once the network has
converged to a solution. Consequently, we only examine stable preﬁxes – those
preﬁxes with no updates witnessed from any router under observation in the 6
hours prior and 6 hours past the examined time. Our evaluation is based on data
collected on the 26th May 2008, although we found similar results for several
other examined intervals. During the analysis process, our model discovered sev-
eral minor conﬁguration errors. In this case, our model predicted the “correct”
outcome, although the network selected an “incorrect” outcome due to a conﬁg-
uration error on several egress routers. We exclude the preﬁxes aﬀected by these
conﬁguration errors from our analysis.
To speed up our analysis, we group all preﬁxes with the same set of egress
routers and the same egress selection by all routers that have session to the BGP
monitor. This allowed us to discover the egress router selected by all routers (in-
cluding the remaining 85% of routers without BGP monitors) for 224,870 stable
preﬁxes with only 827 reliance graphs and 1154 “walks” of the reliance graph.
As our technique is based on the rules of route propagation, it will always
ﬁnd a valid solution given any conﬁguration. With the addition of monitor in-
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satisfying such constraints. In practice, we found our technique always found
valid solutions and only seven inconsistencies with BGP monitor data in over
12.7 million known (prefix,router) pairs. This discrepancy was resulting from
a tie-break decision at a router without a BGP monitor session. The predicted
egresses were in the same PoPs as the actual selected egress. Backtracking to
alter the random tie-break decision would correct this.
We found 99.99% of co-reliance groups were singleton and the maximum size
of a co-reliance group was ﬁve routers which occurred only four times ensuring
our technique very rarely required the re-evaluation of router decisions.
The execution time of this case study lasted several hours. However, the eval-
uation time was dominated by the conversion of the enormous amounts of com-
pressed binary BGP data on disk to an ASCII readable format in memory. The
construction and walk of the reliance graph did not signiﬁcantly contribute to
the execution time. Consequently, the incorporation of incremental changes to
BGP and IGP may allow near real-time analysis of router decisions. We leave
the incorporation of such routing dynamics to future work.
7 General Router Reliance Graph
In previous sections, we focused on the reliance rules for an iBGP route-reﬂector
topology. However, our technique is applicable to any topology describable by a
series of reliances. That is, if a set of rules deﬁning where a router can possibly
learn of its best route can be deﬁned, our technique will ﬁnd a solution. This is
in contrast to [7] where diﬀerent iBGP topologies required separate algorithms.
Further, for the iBGP topology examined in this paper the conditions required
by Feamster-Rexford technique are not satisﬁed. Our technique, in the best case
can precisely order the execution of router decisions (when all co-reliance groups
are singular) and in the worst case (all routers in a general topology form a single
co-reliance group) reverts to an arbitrary ordering of router decisions (such as
in [15]). The addition of reliance rules increases the eﬃciency of our technique.
An example of a diﬀerent iBGP topology is an RR topology with the MED
attribute respected. The authors of [7] recommended a simulator as the best
technique to evaluate the network solution to this topology. However, in [16]
we detail reliance rules for such a topology, ﬁnding that although the number
of edges in the reliance graph can increase (in comparison to when the MED
attribute is not respected), routers outside the egress ancestor set do not form
non-singleton co-reliance groups. Hence, the maximum co-reliance group size is
bounded by the size of the egress ancestor set which is commonly an order of
magnitude smaller than the total number of routers — making our technique
signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than a pure simulator. Consequently, the ordering of
router decisions outlined in this paper may also be used to improve the conver-
gence times of existing BGP simulators such as C-BGP [15].
The separation of the topology and the rules for route propagation from the
algorithm used to evaluate the network solution has possible applications not
only in iBGP described in this paper, but also in the eBGP context. A topology64 A. Flavel et al.
inferred by a technique such as [18] could form a starting point to predict the
(Internet-wide) solution for a particular preﬁx and may help to answer Internet-
wide ‘what-if’ questions.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a reliance graph model to capture the dependence
amongst routers for route selection. The input to the model is the iBGP topol-
ogy and IGP distances. The model allows one to eﬃciently calculate the net-
work solution (set of routes selected by all routers) with no assumptions on
the iBGP conﬁguration. The model also works when only partial information
about routes is available. We demonstrated the eﬃcacy of the model by apply-
ing it to a Tier-2 containing over 220,000 preﬁxes. Our methodology was able
to ﬁnd a valid solution and a solution consistent with observed routes for all but
seven (prefix,router) pairs even when routes from only about 15% routers were
known.
One signiﬁcant beneﬁt of using a reliance graph model is that dynamics of
iBGP topology or IGP distance that do not aﬀect the reliance graph does not
have any eﬀect on the actual routing choices. Furthermore, BGP route dynamics
only require the re-evaluation of routers in the portion of the network so aﬀected.
We believe that these two features should allow our methodology to work in real-
time for ﬁlling gaps to BGP monitors as well as for ’what-if’ analyses. In fact,
we have applied the methodology successfully to determine the current router
decisions and predict changes under modiﬁed route availability [16].
BGP monitors are used to determine the route selected by routers in the
network i.e., the selected network solution. Our reliance graph analysis identiﬁes
where routes can be learned from. Consequently, a new direction of research
could be to identify the optimal placement of BGP monitors to minimize the
number of random tie-break decisions while maximizing the information about
the available egresses.
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